It is our purpose to study abstractly and in general, the structure of the set of all double cosets of a group with respect to a subgroup. In our first section we allow the groups to be infinite, and focus on a ternary collineation relation. If X, Y, Z are double cosets, we say they are collinear if there exists xeX,y eY,zeZ with x y z=l. This relation is abstracted and forms the basis of that section. In the second section we essentially insist the groups are finite, and count the double cosets which products from two cosets can appear in (i.e., count all Z with x yeZ for xe X, y e Y). We abstract the properties that these numbers possess, and study their implications. The orbit space of conjugacy classes of a finite group can be taken as a set of double cosets (in the holomorph of the group). This set has a natural dual, and in certain instances other sets of double cosets have one also. We study this situation in the third and last section by use of a complex matrix which enjoys some of the properties of the character table of a finite group; this may be thought of as another approach (slightly different than Brauer's pseudogroups) to character tables as a thing in themselves.
We have restricted attention in all three sections to a single operation. There are applications, particularly to valuations, of two operation systems where the additive structure is that of an orbit space, but in order to keep this paper from being too long we do not include those here.
We are grateful to Kenneth A. Ross for pointing out that several harmonic analysts (see [5] , [6] , and [11] ) have considered these same problems with certainly related solutions. We believe we have minimized overlap, except for a crucial proof that the set of double cosets does satisfy the properties we wish to generalize, a proof which is one of Jewitt's ( [6] ), which we include for the reader's convenience. We wish to acknowledge helpful conversations with Horn Nath Bhattarai, James W. Fernandez, and William McClung.
1* Double coset spaces. If H is a subgroup of a group G, the set of double cosets, G//H = {HaH\aeG}, is a group only when H is normal in G; however, in genaral it carries some structure which is retained by the following concept. The relation Δ which we use, in many cases is, and in general can be thought of, as a 452 D. K. HARRISON sort of collinearity. By a Pasch geometry (alias multigroup or hypergroup, see [3] ) we mean a triple (A, Δ, e) where A is a set, e is an element in A, and Δ is a subset of A x A x A such that:
(1) for each aeA there exists a unique be A with (α, b, e) e Δ; denote 6 by α*, ( 2) e* = e and (α*)* = α for all aeA, ( 3 ) (a,b,c) eΔ implies (6, c, α) e Δ, and ( 4 ) (Pasch's axiom) (α^ α 2 , α 3 ), (α x , α 4 , α 5 ) e Δ imply there exists an a 6 eA with (α 6 , αf, α 2 ), (α 6 , α 5 , αf) 6 // (see mneumonic diagram below). We have so labelled (4) , because when A is the real projective plane and Δ is collinearity, then (4) is expressed by the following diagram: FIGURE 1 EXAMPLE 1.1 (see [4] ). Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then one easily checks (Cr/ί 7 , Δ, {!}) is a Pasch geometry. This can be viewed as a special case of the last example, for it is isomorphic to G x F//F where G x F is the split extension of G by F with the given operation of F on G.
gets a sharp Pasch geometry by letting Δ = { (a, b, c) eG 3x \abc -1}. EXAMPLE 1.4 (compare [7] ). Protective spaces in which lines have exactly three points are rather transparent since they correspond exactly to groups in which every element is its own inverse; i.e., to vector spaces over Z 2 . Hence in the interest of simplicity we use the following definition. By a (not necessarily Desarguean) protective space we mean a pair (P, ^f) where P is a set and ^f is a set of subsets of P, each of which has at least four elements, such that:
(1) p, qeP, p Φ q imply 3 unique L e ^f (denoted by Lpq) with {p, q} C L, and ( 2 ) Let (P, J2?) be such. Let e be an element not in P and let p* = p u {e}. For p lf p 2 , p z e P, we let (p ίf p 2 , p 3 ) be in Δ if and only if they are distinct and collinear (meaning p z^L pj) 2 ) 9 or they are equal (meaning p 1 == p 2 = p z ). We also let (e, e, e) and (β, p, p), (ί >> β > P)» (P* V, e) be in Δ for all peP. A tedius checking of special cases gives that (P # , Δ, e) is a Pasch geometry. A Pasch geometry (A, Δ, e) will often simply be denoted by A, in which case we may either write Δ A for Δ and e A for e, or simply let context descriminate between possible ambiguities. Also, when the context is clear, we will sometimes simply write "geometry" for "Pasch geometry".
Two lemmas which are easily checked for an arbitrary Pasch geometry A are: (α, 6, c) e Δ implies (c*, &*, α*) e Δ, and a?, y e A implies 3z e A with (as, #, z) e J.
Let A, B be geometries. By a (geometry) morphism from A to B we mean a subset f oί A x B such that:
(1) for each a e A there exists a 6 6 A with (α, b) e f, ( 2. ) (e, b)ef implies b = e, 2 eB with (α» δi), (α 2 , δ 2 ) e / and (6 X , δ 2 , δ # ) e z/ £ . We call a morphism / sharp when it is a map (i.e., when aeA implies there is at most one beB with (α, δ)e/), and call it strict when the converse to (4) holds; i.e., If C is a geometry, # is a morphism from B to C, and / is a morphism from A to B 9 one checks #°/ is a morphism from A to C, where #°/ denotes {(α, c) e A x C| 3δ 6 B with (α, b)ef and (6, c) 
e g) .
If / and g are sharp (respectively strict), then gof is sharp (respectively strict). Since the identity map is a morphism (which is sharp and strict), we have the category of Pasch geometries (and the sharp and strict subcategories). One checks an isomorphism from A to B is a bijective map /: A-+B with/(e) = β and (a L9 a 29 α 8 ) e Δ A if and only if (/(αj, /(α 2 ), /(α 8 )) 6 Δ B . We write A ^ 5 only if such exists. By a homomorphίsm we mean a sharp and strict morphism. If we identify groups with sharp geometries, the category of groups is a full subcategory of the category of geometries with homomorphisms. Most of the elementary properties of the category of groups extend to this category.
By a subgeometry of a geometry A we mean a subset S of A such that eeS and (s ί9 s 29 α) eΔ 9 s ί9 s 2 eS imply αeS. Note that if A is a group (i.e., is sharp), a subgeometry is the same as a subgroup. We call a subgeometry S of A normal (see [4] ) if (s, α, 6) e Δ 9 seS imply there exists 8 X eS with (s 19 δ, α) 6Δ. If T is any subset of A, we denote the intersection of all subgeometries of A which contain T by (T) and call it the subgeometry generated by T. Note if S is a subgeometry of A, by letting Δ s = Δ A D S 3 % S is itself a Pasch geometry.
Let S be a subgeometry (not necessarily normal) of a geometry A. For a 9 ), (f(x), f(a 2 )*, e) ê so f(a 2 )* = f(x)* and (e, /(a?)*, /(αj) e z/ ΰ , so /(α 2 ) = (/(α 2 )*)* = (/(x)*)* = fix) and (/(a?)*, /(α x ), β) 6 Δ B . Thus /(α x ) = (/(a?)*)* -/(a?). We get /(α x ) = /(α a ). Thus [α] ι-> f(a) is a well-defined map which we denote by /. Let /(α 3 ) -/(α 4 ). Then (/(α 3 ), /(α|), β # ) e Δ B , so since / is strict, (α 3 , αf, α # ) 6 Δ A , (a, e) e f for some aeA. Thus (α*, e*) e / so α* e uT /# Also β 6 iΓ/ and (α x , e, αf), (α lf a% α*) 6 J 4 so α xα PROPOSITION 
{see [4]). Let A be a Pasch geometry. If S is a subgeometry of A and T is a normal subgeometry of A and S T denotes {xe A\ls e S, t e T with (s, t, x) eΔ} 9 then S T is a subgeometry of A, S n T is a normal subgeometry of S, and
Proof. This is easily checked using among other things s M> [s] τ and the last proposition. PROPOSITION 
Let S be a subgeometry (not necessarily normal) of a Pasch geometry A. Let f: A-> A//S be the natural map. For T a subgeometry of A which contains S, T//S (which is the same as {f(t)\te T}) is a subgeometry of A//S, and (AIIS)H(TIIS)
= A//T.
Moreover, this gives a bijective inclusion preserving correspondence between the set of all subgeometries of A which contain S and the set of all subgeometries of A//S. Also normal correspond to normal in this correspondence if and only if S is normal in A.
Proof. This is a long but straightforward check which we omit. We call a geometry A abelian if (a lf a 2 , α 3 ) e Δ A implies (α 2 , a l9 α 3 ) 6 Δ A .
Let A, B be geometries. We define 
and if in addition C is abelian, we have another natural identification
Let G be a group. By a G-geometry we mean a Pasch geometry A together with a group homomorphism, a*-+f a , of G into the group of isomorphisms of A to itself. We usually write a(a) for f a {a). Let A and B be G-geometries. By a G-morphism from A to B we mean a morphism / from A to B such that (α, δ)e/ implies (<x(α), α(δ)) e / for all aeG.
One checks these compose so we have the category of G-geometries. One checks A x B is made into a G-geometry by defining a ((a, b) 
By a G-subgeometry of a G-geometry A we mean a subgeometry S of A such that α(s) eS for all SGS and aeG.
Such is clearly a G-geometry in its own right. One can check that all the previous propositions hold with "geometry", "morphism," and "subgeometry" prefixed everywhere they appear by "G-".
Let If be a subgroup of the group G. Let A be a G-geometry. Then A is naturally an IZ-geometry (by restricting the operation to H). For a, be A write a ~ b if a{a) = b for some aeH. This is an equivalence relation, and we write (ά) H Thus (a V c, α, c), (6 V c, 6 , c) e Δ. Since αVc = ί>Vc, if L were a geometry there would exist & weL with (w, 6, α), (w, C,C)GJ (one checks 6* would have to be 6 and c* would have to be c). This would give w <^bV a -a (since & < a) and ^^cVc = c so w^a A c. Thus bVw ^bV (a Ac). But a g 6 V w so a <: δV(αΛc). Thus α^ί)V(αΛc) = δV(6Λc) = 6 which contradicts that b < a. The proposition is proved.
Since a modular lattice can be reconstructed from its geometry (a ^ b if and only if (α, b, b) ez/), we can view a modular lattice as a special kind of geometry and thus use our terminology for morphisms. For A a geometry and aeA, let S^{a) be the greatest lower bound of all TeS^(A) with a e T. At least if one restricts attention to abelian geometries, a ι-> ^(a) and S H-> {(S, α) 6 *^(A) x A\ae S} are monads and comonands respectively in the appropriate categories.
The category of projective spaces is a full subcategory of the category of Pasch geometries; it can be recovered as follows. For (P, £f) a projective space with P nonempty, (P*, A, e) is a geometry which is not sharp and which satisfies S^(a) = {e f a} for all aeP* (see Example 1.4) . Conversely, let A be a Pasch geometry such that {e, a} is a subgeometry of A for all αei, and A is not sharp. Let A* = A\M, and for a,bzA*,aΦb let Lab = {c6 A*I(α, 6, c)ezί}U {α, 6} , and let £f = {Lab | α, δ 6 A* with α ^ 6}. With some straightforward drudgery one can check that (A*, Jίf) is a projective space with A* nonempty. Also these constructions are inverses of each other. Let G be a group (not a general geometry simply for simplicity). We call a G-homomorphism f: A^ B central if (/(α), b lf b 2 ) e J 5 implies (/(α), δ 2 , δj e 4, for all aeA.
Let S be a G-group (i.e., a sharp G-geometry). By an S-Ggeometry we mean a pair (/^, A) where A is a G-geometry and f A is a strict G-morphism from S to A. One checks then f A must be a G-homomorphism. We often denote (f Λ , A) simply by A. By an S-G-morphism from an S-G-geometry A to an S-G-geometry B we mean a morphism fe from A to B with feo/^ = f B , One checks these compose so we have the category of S-G-geometries. We wish particularly to have Proposition 1.5 generalized to this context. For A and B S-G-geometries we let Sh (S _ G (A, B) (respectively St )S _ ί? (A, B) ) denote the set of all S-G-morphisms which are in Sh(A, B) (respectively St (A, B) ). By Proposition 1.5 there exists a unique sharp G-morphism / from S to A x B with p A°f = f A and p B°f = fε (simply f(s) = (f A (s),f B (s))). One checks (using S is a group) that / is strict, and so makes A x B into an S-G-geometry. We denote / by f A x f B . By Proposition 1.2 the image I oί f A x f B is a Gsubgeometry of A x J5. In general, we cannot make the G-geometry A x BUI into a S-G-geometry, but when S is abelian and both f A and f B are central we proceed as follows. S an abelian group implies sv-+s~ι is a G-isomorphism (thus strict), so if /j(s) = f B {s~x) for all 8 e S, /J is a strict G-morphism (actually a G-homomorphism) Proof. Using Proposition 1.5 this is a long routine check which we omit.
We end this section with a construction which gives examples and also gives some insight into how a single element behaves in a geometry. Let A be an arbitrary Pasch geometry (not an S-Ggeometry merely for simplicity). Let T be any subset of A which is closed under ( )* (i.e., PeTVteT) with e$T. For X either A or T, we define an X-word to mean an w-tuple, n ^ 0, of elements in X. 
(t)$D(T).
We now broaden our point of view and start with a set T, a map ( )# from T to T, and a set D(T) of T-words such that (l)- (6) above hold. We say a set J of T-words is inversίve if a β* e D(T) for all a, βeJ. Such sets are inductively ordered by inclusion; we let B denote the set of all maximal inversive sets of T-words. We let
For J an inversive set of T-words, we let J* denote {a*\aeJ} and D ( Moreover, (a)-(d) characterize iB in the sense that if C is any geometry and g is a map from T to C such that (a)-(d) hold with B replaced by C and / replaced by g, then there exists a unique isomorphism h from C onto B with / = fco#. We call B the word completion of T. Now let A be any abelian Pasch geometry. Let t be any element in A with t Φ e. Either t -£ # or t Φ £ # ; we consider these two cases separately.
First suppose t -<*. Let r(t) be the smallest odd positive inte- 
ger (if such exists) with (t,t, , t) e D({t}) (here r(ί) copies of t).
If no such exists let r(ί) = <». Using (l)- (6) above one checks the structure of D({t}) is determined exactly by r(t). If r is any odd positive integer with 3 <; r, or r = ©o, we let IT be any set with one element, say T = {1}, let 1* = 1, let JD(T) be the set of all Twords (1,1, , 1) (n copies) where n -0 or n is even or n ^ r, check that (l)- (6) (6) above we check that h is a function from Z (the integers) to Z with:
( 
We call such a semi-subadditίve integer function.
One checks that h exactly determines the structure of D({t, £*}). Conversely, we choose any convenient set with two elements, say T = {1, -1}. We let 1* = -1, (-1) # = 1. If h is a semi-subadditive integer function we let k = h ( -l) -h(ϊ) 9 and let D(T) be all permutations of Γ-words of the form (1, , 1, -1, , -1) (here p copies of 1 and q copies of -1 where 3 integer n with p -q = nk and h(ri) + l<^q). For the other case, if A; is to be oo, we let D(T) be all permutations of (1,
In both instances, one checks (l)- (6) hold. We denote the resulting word completions by B(h) and -B(°°, °°) respectively.
We call r, °°,h, or (oo, oo), whichever corresponds to t, the type of t (for t Φ e). We let 1 be the type of e and let 5(1) denote the trivial group 1.
2* Double coset spaces for finite subgroups* If H is a finite subgroup of a (not necessarily finite) group G, the set G//H of double cosets has some extra number theoretic properties in addition to being a Pasch geometry. By a probability group (alias discrete convo, or hypergroup, see [5] , [6] , [8] ), [11] , we mean a pair (A, p) where A is a set and p is a map from A 3 * to the nonnegative reals, (a, b, c)\-^p c {a, b) (which we read as "the probability that a-b is c") such that:
(1) for a, be A f p e (a, b) is zero for all but finitely many c in A, and Σ c p c (a, b Note that (2) is just associativity in the probabilistic sense (using the usual rule for composite probabilities) and (5) expresses that the inverse reverses multiplication. If (A, p) is a propability group, one checks that the identity e is unique, e # = β, and (α*)
We often denote (A, p) simply by A. We let A A denote {(α, 6, c) e A 3 * | p e *(a f b) > 0} (i.e., the set of all (α, 6, c) such that "a b'C could be e"). On easily checks: PROPOSITION 
If A is a probability group, then (A, Δ A , e) is a Pasch geometry.
If A is a probability group and a e A we note p e (a, α*) > 0 and write h a (p) (or simply Λ β ) for l/p e (a, α ( ) 1/r denotes as usual the unique nonnegative rth root). One can show that if A is finite and r-integral and rφl, then A is 2-integral, so r = 1 and r -2 are the two cases that interest us. We call A abelian if p e (a, b) = p c (6, α) for all α, 6, c e A. EXAMPLE 2.1. (see [6] ), [3] . Let H be a finite subgroup of a group G. For X, Y, ZeG//H (the set of double cosets), let
where xeX, y e Y (it is independent of this choice). We will check this makes G//H into a probability group. The next lemma shows this probability group is 1-integral 464 D. K. HARRISON LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a finite subgroup of a group G. For x,y,ze G, \HzH\l\H\ = \H\I\HC\ zHz~ι\ = h (HtH) which is an integer. Also
is an integer.
. Each orbit has Izffz" 1 Π if| elements, and / induces a bijection from the set of orbits. This proves the first conclusion, since H Π zHz~ι is a subgroup of H.
Each orbit has \xHx~ι n if \ \yHy~ι n if| elements, and since the number of orbits is an integer, the lemma is proved. EXAMPLE 2.2 (see [6] ). Let ί 1 be a finite group of automorphisms of a group G. For X, Y,ZeG/F (the set of orbits), let
where ze Z (it is independent of this choice). We will check this makes G/F into a 1-integral probability group. EXAMPLE 2.3 (see [5] , [6] , [11] ). We say a probability group A is sharp if for each α, be Alee A with p ΰ (a,b)=l (i.e., the underlying geometry is sharp). One defines α 6 = c, checks a group results, and so checks that a sharp probability group and a group are essentially the same concept. EXAMPLE 2.4. Let (P, £?) be a finite protective space (see last section). Let m be a real number with m > 2 and such that every line has exactly m + 1 points on it (so if £f is not empty m is an integer). Let P* = PU {e}, where e is some element not in P, and let p β {e, e) = 1 = p β (e, α) = p α (α, β) for all α e P. Let p β (α, α) -l/(m -1) and p a (a, a) = (m -2)/(m -1) for all α 6 P. For a,beP with α ^ δ and for 0 e L a>b (the line through a and 6) with c Φ a and c ^ b f let p c (α, 6) = l/(m -1). For those α, 6, ceP* for which p c (a, b) has not yet been defined, let p e (a, b) be zero. A long tedius straightforward checking gives that this is an abelian probability group (integral when m is an integer). EXAMPLE 2.5 (compare [9] ). Let G = {χ lf ••, χ,} be the set of all irreducible characters of a finite group G. For χ 0eG, χ, Θ can be decomposed χ θ = Σg 1)θy ψψ (the sum over all ψeG) where the g χ , θ ,ir are nonnegative integers. Let
where deg (Γ) = Γ(l) for each Γ eG. Using some elementary properties of characters one checks this is a 2-integral abelian probability group.
We will give more examples as we progress. By a probability map f from a set A to a set B we mean a map, (α, 6) ι ->/&(&) (which we read as "the probability that f{a) is b"), from A x B to the nonnegative reals such that for each a e A, f h (a) is zero for all but finitely many b e B and Σ b f b (a) = 1. If # is a probability map from B to a set C, we write #©/ for the probability map from A to C where (g°f) e (a) = Σδ g e (b)f b (a) for all ceC, ae A. If for each aeAlbeB with / 6 (α) = 1, we write f(a) for 6, and call / sharp. We may view each ordinary map from A to B as being a sharp probability map. By a (probability) morphism from a probability group A to a probability group B we mean a probability map / from A to B such that:
(1) /,(*) = 1, (2 ) / 6 #(α*) = / 6 (α) for all α 6 A, b e B, and (3) there exists a real constant 7 such that for all a lf a 2 e A and b e B
(the sums over all aeA, CGB, deB respectively).
Note (3) says "the probability that f{a^a 2 ) is b is bounded by 7 times the probability that /(α x ) /(α 2 ) is b". We call a morphism / strict if equality holds in (3), (for some 7, which must then necessarily be 1). If / is both strict and sharp, we call it a homomorphism. If g is a morphism from B to a probability group C, one checks that g°f is & morphism from A to C, and #°/ is strict (respectively sharp) if both g and / are strict (respectively sharp). Hence we have the category of probability groups (and the sharp and strict subcategories). If / is a morphism from a probability group A to a probability group B, we let Δ f denote {(α, b) e A x B\fb(ά) > 0} and check this is a (geometry) morphism from (A, Δ A , e) to (B, Δ B9 e) (sharp if / is sharp and strict if / is strict). This gives a natural functor from probability groups to Pasch geometries (which preserves being strict and also being sharp). If r is a positive integer and A and B are r-integral probability groups, we say a morphism / from A to B is r-integral if h 1 j r f b (a)/h\ lr is an integer for all aeA, beB. One checks these compose and give a category (which contains the category of groups as a full subcategory).
If X is any subset of a propability group A, we write n(X) for Σ* hx (the sum over all xeX; recall h 9 = l/p e (x, x*)) and call this the order of X; note it is finite if and only if \X\ is finite.
Note always \X\<Ln(X).
If A is r-integral (for some positive integer r) and A is finite, then each h x is a positive integer so n{X) is an integer. By a subgeometry of A we mean a subset S of A such that eeS, and p c (s 19 s 2 ) > 0, s ί9 s 2 eS, ceA imply c*eS (i.e., a subgeometry of (A, zf^, e)). Note any such is a probability group in its own right (by restricting p to S 3x ). By the complex group algebra of A, we mean the vector space C(A) over C (the complexes) which has the elements of A as a basis and has multiplication defined by linearity and a-b -Σp c (a, b) for all α, b e A. By taking w α = hH r a e C(A) 9 for each ae A, we can take this ring as a subring of C(A). Then cr (restricted to the subring) gives an involution of Z [A] f the inner product (also restricted to the subring) maps to Z 9 and aug (restricted to Z[A\) also maps to Z.
The first two conclusions of the next result are from [6] . PROPOSITION 
Let S be a finite subgeometry of a probability group A. Let u s -Σ s (h s /n(S))s e C(A) {the sum over all s e S

/S, Y is finite and n(S)-h γ = n(Y). If A is finite, then n(S) n(A//S) = n(A).
Proof. Although the first two conclusions could be simply quoted, for the reader's convenience we outline a complete proof. Thus this set is a basis of u-C(A) u. If X, YeA//S, one checks where the sum is over all Z e A//S. One now easily checks these Pz(X, Y) satisfy the axioms of a probability group (using the fact that U'C(A)-u is an associative ring closed under σ).
One checks the natural map from A to A//S is a morphism with n(S) for constant. Using (2) and (4) 
V) V V
Now choose y o e Y such that f(y 0 ) = max {f(y)\ye Y}. There are only finitely many finite sums of elements in F a which are bounded by 1 (using A is of discrete probability type) so the above maximum exists. For s e S we now have S with {y, β 8 , yf) e A so f(y) = f{y,) . Thus f(y 0 ) = f(y). This proves the sum Σ* Pz{a> y) (over all z e Z) is independent of the choice of y e Y. Replacing Z by Z # and using p*(α, 2/) = p z *(y*> a*) we get that if aeXeA//S, then ^(X, Y) is well-defined. Now the rest of the proposition is easily checked.
For future use we give a slight strengthening of this last proposition. For / a strict morphism from a probability group A to a probability group B let K f denote {aeA\f e (a) = 1} and // denote {beB\la with f b (a) > 0}. One checks K f is a subgeometry of A and // is a subgeometry of j?. Now assume A is finite and let j be the natural map from A to A//K f , and let i be the natural map from K f into B. . We can define ^([αj) to be /^αj, and have this is well-defined. A long straightforward check shows g is a strict morphism and proves the lemma. Propositions 2.3 and 1.3 now immediately give: PROPOSITION PROPOSITION 
Let A be a probability group of discrete probability type. Let S be a subgeometry of A and T be a normal subgeometry of A. Then
{see [6]). Let S be a finite subgeometry of a probability group A. Let T be a finite subgeometry of A with S£Γ, Then (A//S)I/(T//S) = A//T .
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 u s C(A) u s is isomorphic to C(A//S) and u iT//s) -C(A//S) u {τ//s) is isomorphie to C((A//S)//(T//S)). If φ is the first isomorphism, one checks φ{u τ ) = u ιτ / /s) , so u τ C{A)*u τ -u τ -u s -C(A)-u s -u τ is isomorphie to C((A//S)//(T//S)).
One checks the map is the natural map (the same one as in Proposition 1.4, which we now have preserves probabilities). LEMMA 
Let B and C be subgeometrίes of a probability group A which is of discrete probability type. Let B' be a normal subgeometry of B and C be a normal subgeometry of C. Then B'-(Bp{ C) is a normal subgeometry of B' (BΓ) C), C' (B' D C) is a normal subgeometry of C' (B f) C), and B'.(Bf) C)HB'.(B ΓΊ C") = C'.(BΠ C)//C'-(£' n C) .
Proof. One checks B π C is a subgeometry of C, so C'-(B Γ)C) is a subgeometry of C. (c', x, y) e
C' CB n C)HC'-(B' f]C)~BΓ\ C//D = B' (B n C)/IB'-(B Π C) .
The lemma is proved.
We call a probability group A simple if it has exactly two normal subgeometries (A and {e}). A finite probability group A will have a chain of subgeometries such that A ΐ+1 is a normal subgeometry of A i9 and Ai//A i+1 is simple for ί = 0, •••, w -1. We call n the length of A and call {A^/A^Ji0 , •••, n -1} the sequence of simple composition factors) using the lemma and the usual argument, one gets the length is well-defined and the sequence of composition factors is unique as an unordered sequence. The above proof is complicated by the fact that an intersection of normal subgeometries apparently need not be normal. Let A, B be probability groups. We define (6 2 , δ 3 ) and check that this makes A x B into a probability group (see [6] ). For notation we let Shp (respectively Stp) denote the category of all probability groups with sharp (probability) morphisms (respectively with strict probability morphisms). One checks the natural map from A x B to A (and also the one to B) is in Shp and the one from A to A x B (and also the one from B to A x B) is in Stp. PROPOSITION 
For A, B, C probability groups, we have a natural identification
Shp (C, Ax B) < > Shp (C, A) x Shp (C, B) (h < > (p A°h , p B oh)) and if in addition C is abelian, we have another natural identification
Stp (A x B, C) < > Stp (A, C) x Stp (B, C) (h « > (hoin Af hoin B )) .
Proof. The first part is easily checked. Let C be abelian. For fe Stp (A, C), g e Stp (B, C), define h by for all ceC, aeA,beB (here the sums are over all c lf c 2 eC). One checks h e Stp (A x J5, C) and h°in A -f and hoin B -g. The rest of the proposition is easily checked.
Let G be a group (for simplicity; one can do what follows for G an arbitrary probability group much as was outlined in the last section). By a G-probability group we mean a probability group A together with a group homomorphism, av-*f a , of G into the group of (probability) isomorphisms of A to itself, such that for each aeA, {f a iβ)\oίeG} is finite. We usually write a(a) for f a (a). Let A and B be G-probability groups. By a G-morphism from A to B we mean a morphism / from A to B such that / α(6) (α(α)) = / 6 (α) for all αei, beB, aeG. One checks these compose so we have the category of G-probability groups. One checks A x B is made into a G-probability group by defining a ((a, b)) == (a(a), a(b) ) for all aeG, (a, b) e A x B. If A is a G-probability group, we note {A, Δ A , e) is a G-geometry. By a G-subgeometry of A we mean a subgeometry S of A such that a(s) e S for all s e S, α: 6 G. Such is clearly a G-probability group in its own right. One can check that all the previous propositions of this section hold with "probability group", "morphism", and "subgeometry" prefixed everywhere they appear by "G-".
Let H be a subgroup of the group G. Let A be a G-probability group. Then A is naturally an ίf-probability group (by restricting the
operation to H). In particular, A\H -{(ά) H \aeA) is a set of finite subsets of A (here (a) H = {a(a)\a e H}). For X, Γ let
Σ T*Pz(x,y)\Z\/(\X\.\Y\), xeX yeY
where ze Z. PROPOSITION Let G be a group. For A a G-probability group, one checks A x G with 2><β,r>((α, a), (6, β) 
Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Let A be a G-probability group. Then the p z (X, Y) defined above is well-defined and makes A/H into a probability group. For each XeA//H, h x -n{X) = h x \X\, for any xeX. If A is finite, then n(A/H) = n(A). If H is normal (a restriction only for simplicity), then A/H is a G\IE-probability group. Also (A/H)/(G//H) ~ A/G. In any case, if \X\ is bounded for XeA/H then the natural map from A to
) = p e (a, a(b))p γ (a, β)
is a probability group; we denote it by A x_ G. Ax {1} is a normal subgeometry and {e} x G is a subgeometry, of A x G and if G is finite, A x G//{e} x G = A/G. If f:A-+E is a G-morphism to another G-probability group E, one checks / (β ,α>((δ, /3)) = faΦ)δ a>β (Kronecker delta) is a morphism from Ax_G to Ex_G. Conversely, if C is a normal subgeometry of a probability group B and D is a finite subgeometry of B with D sharp, C-D -= B, and Cn # = {<?}> then C is a .D-probability group in a natural way and B = C x^D.
For S and A G-probability groups we call a G-homomorphism /: S -» A central if p x (f(s), a) = p β (α, /(s)) for all s 6 S, α, £ e A (note if A is abelian this is certainly the case).
We use the customary term of G-module for an abelian G-group (i.e., abelian sharp G-probability group). Let S be a G-group (so not necessarily abelian). By an S-G-probability group we mean a pair (f Λf A) where A is a G-probability group and f A is a strict G-morphism from S to A. One checks then f A must be a G-homomorphism. We often denote (f A9 A) simply by A. Let A and B be S-G-probability groups. By an S-G-morphism from A to B we mean a G-morphism g from A to B with gof A = f B . We let Shp 5 _ β (A, B) (respectively Stp^A, B)) denote the set of all S-Gmorphisms which are in Shp (A, B) (respectively Stp (A, B) ). By Proposition 2.6, there is a unique sharp G-morphism / from S to Ax B with p A of = f A and p B of = f B (simply f(s) = (f A (s),f B (s) ). One checks (using S as a group) that / is strict, and so makes A x B into an S-G-probability group. We denote /by f A x f B . By Proposition 2.3 the image / of f A x f B is a G-subgeometry of Ax B. In general, we cannot make A x B//I into an S-G-probability group, but when S is abelian, both A and B are of finite probability type, and both f A and f B are central we proceed as follows. S an abelian group implies s-^s~ι is a G-isomorphism (thus strict), so if /J(s) = /^(s" 1 ) for all s e S, /j is a strict G-morphism (actually a Ghomomorphism) and makes B into an S-G-probability group. We let / be the image of f A x /j, note I is a normal G-subgeometry of A x B (using Proposition 2.3 and that both f A and f B are central), check that AxB is of finite probability type, and let AX S B denote the G-probability group A x B//I (which exists by Proposition 2.3). By Proposition 2.3 the natural map g: A x B-> A X S B is a G-homomorphism (so strict). Letting l B (s) = eVs e S we check that 1^ is a strict G-morphism and that f A x 1 B is strict, and use 9°(/A x l s) (i e., SHK/^8), e)] τ ) to give Aχ s B the structure of an S-G-probability group. One checks go(f A x 1 B ) = go(l A x f B ). PROPOSITION 
Let G be a group and S be a G-group. Let A 9 B, C, be S-G-probability groups. Then we have a natural identification
, A x B) < > Shp^ (C, A) 
Proof. The first part is easily checked (using Proposition 2.6), so we make the assumptions for the second part. This part follows easily from three lemmas. Now f A and f B induce algebra homomorphisms (which we denote by the same names) f A : C
(S) -> C(A) and f B : C(S) -> C(B). Since f A and f B are central, these make both C(A) and C(B) into C(S)-algebras, and similarly C(AX S B)
is a C(S)-algebra. Each of f A , f B , f A x f B is a G-homomorphism, so by Proposition 2.3 its image (which is isomorphic to a factor group of S) is a subgroup and the next lemma applies. LEMMA 
Let T be a sharp subgeometry (i.e., a subgroup) of a Pasch geometry D. Then for t e T, d e Dl unique xeD with 476 D. K. HARRISON (d, t, x*)eΔ D . We denote x by d't (t d is defined similarly).
Proof. Let (d, t, x*), (d, t, y*) e Δ D . Then iweD with (w, t\ t), (w, y\ x) e Δ D .
Thus w = e so y = x. LEMMA 
C(AX S B) ^ C(A)® cίS) C(B) as C(S)-algebras, by
. Let D, H be probability groups. Then Stp (D, H) is in bijective correspondence with the set of all algebra homomorphisms f from C(D) to C(H) such that f°σ = σ<>f and f(P(D)) £ P(H) {where P( ) is the set of linear combinations with nonnegative coefficients which add to 1).
Proof. Letting / e Stp (D, H) correspond to the linear map which takes deD to Σfh(d)h, this is easily checked. Now the proof of Proposition 2.9 is easily concluded using usual properties of the tensor product. Now let A be a finite probability group. The group ring C(A) is semi-simple (for if J is the radical, v, v) so v = 0). Thus the Wedderburn theorems give that C(A) is a direct sum of complex full matrix rings. Now suppose A is abelian. Let A denote the set of all maps / from A to C such that f{e) -1, and Σ Pα(δ,c)/(α)=/(δ)/(c) aeA for all 6, c e A. Since these correspond to the algebra homomorphisms from C(A) to C, they are a basis of the algebra Map (A, C) of all maps from A to C with component-wise addition and multiplication. Hence there exist uniquely defined complex numbers PΘQC, ψ), Θ,X, ψe A with χ.ψ = X p θ (X, ψ)θ , for all X, ψ e A .
Θ
We call A (in the spirit of [5] , [6] , [11] -they consider more than the finite case) dualizable if p θ (X, ψ) is a nonnegative real for all θ, X, ψ e A. If this is the case, one can check then {A, p) is an abelian probability group (which is dualizable) and if {A, p) = (B, q) then (B, q) = {A, p). If G is a finite group and F is the set of inner automorphisms of G, then G/F is an abelian probability group (Example 2.2) which is dualizable with dual G (Example 2.5). If (P, ££*} is a finite projective space, then (P # , p) is an abelian probability group (Example 2.4) which is dualizable with dual coming from the projective space which has hyperspaces for points, and hyperspaces containing a subspace of codimension two for lines (i.e., the usual dual). If A is G//H for G a finite group, A is dualizable ( [10] ). Even when A is not dualizable we have the following: (2) and (4) This can be written as that the product of two appropriate matrices is the identity. Hence their product in the other order is the identity, so
Letting a = b -e, we get n(A) -n(A). Proof. First one checks that the restriction to S (which we denote by φ) satisfies the rules that would make it a homomorphism if S is a probability group. In particular Σ PΘ(X, ψ 
(A//S) -n(A//S) -n(A)/n(S).
Now one checks that φ induces a bisection from A//S 1 onto a subset J of S, and this bijection preserves probabilities. Thus
Since n(I) = w(S) we must have / = *S, so S is dualizable and A//S 1 = S. We now have
and replacing S by S 1 we have ^(
the proposition is proved. PROPOSITION 
Lei H be a finite group and A be a finite abelian dualizable H-probability group. For aeH, Zei, define a(X) e A by (a(X))(a) = Z(α*(α)) for all a e A. This makes A into an H-probability group. Also A/H is dualizable and (AjH) ~ A/H.
Proof. It is straightforward to check A is an. improbability group. Every idempotent in C(A) is some sum of the minimal nonzero idempotents u x , XeA (see proof of Proposition 2.10). But
C(A/H) = C(A)
H (see proof of Proposition 2.7). Now one checks that for aeH, a (u χ Θ, the a χ (θ) are nonnegative and add to 1. One can check /-> f is a bijection from the dualizable maps from A to B onto the strict morphisms from B to A. Let r and s be positive integers. We say a finite dualizable abelian probability group A is (r, s)-integral if A is r-integral and A is s-integral. zes finite projective spaces. If (P, ^f) is a finite protective space with not both P and £f empty, and if m > 2 is a real number such that every line (i.e., element of J*f) has exactly m + 1 points on it, then the probability group P* of Example 2.4 is not sharp, and every a e P* is in a subgeometry of P % which contains two or less elements (i.e., | <{α}> [ <; 2). (P, JZ?) and m are easily reconstructed from P # so are uniquely determined by P*. PROPOSITION Proof. If \A\ = 2, the result is easily checked so without loss assume | A | ^ 3. By the comment immediately following Proposition 1.8, (P, ^f) is a finite projective space, where P = {aeA\a Φ e), where for a,beP,aΦb, L ab is {c e A \ p c t(a, b) > 0 or c = a or c -&}, and where £f = {L α6 1 a, b e P, a Φ b}. Since £f is nonempty there is a unique m such that every line has exactly m + 1 points on it. Let (B, q) be the probability group associated by Example 2.4 to (P, L). Then I? and A are the same sets, they have the same identity, Δ B = zί 4 (i.e., they have the same geometry), but it remains 3. Formal character tables* In [9] , Brauer formalizes some properties of the character table of a finite group, and then considers tables with those properties in their own right. Here we choose a somewhat different set of properties, suggested by the last section, to make the same sort of approach.
We denote the complex conjugate of a complex number C by C. We consider square matrices whose entries are complex numbers. If M is such, we write m(M) for the size of M (i.e., the number of rows, or equivalently, the number of columns), and we denote the (ΐ, i)-
The set of rows of M will be labeled {1, •• ,m(M)} and will be denoted by R(M), and the set of columns of M will be labeled {1, •• ,ra(ikf)} and will be denoted by C(M).
By a semiformal = 3 β>a ) that for each β there is a unique 7 with c βr Φ 0 (and also e βr = 1). With this one checks C(M) with p is a finite albelian probability group, and its associated table is M. One checks that if we start with a finite abelian probability group, and perform this construction on its associated table, we get seomething isomorphic to the probability group we started with. The proposition is shown. Now let M be a formal table. As in the above proof we have that both C(M) and R(M) are naturally abelian probability groups. We say M is (r, s)-integral if C(M) is r-integral and R(M) is s-integral. For G a finite group, D the diagonal subgroup of G x G, Gx G//D is a finite abelian dualizable (1, 2)-integral probability group and its associated matrix M is a formal Proof. If / is a morphism we substitute f 3 {i) for x 3 (i) above and then use (3') with 7 = 1. Conversely, if the x 3 (i) are nonnegative real numbers, we substitute in the criteria for a morphism, use (3) with k = 1, and get x^[i)n\h 3 . The proposition is proved.
We call a map / from C(M) to C(N) a homomorphism if for each i e R(N) there ^ exists a je R{M) with N ifiβ) = M jβ Vβ. We denote such a j" by f(i) and check if / is a homomorphism, then / is a homomorphism from N* to .M* (where ( )* denotes the transpose of ( )). Both morphisms and homomorphisms compose and give categories. In both cases isomorphims consist of simply permuting the nonfirst rows and columns. We write M = N if such exists from M to N.
Let M be a formal table. For S a subset of R(M), S 1 = {ae
By a submatrix of M we mean any matrix derived at by deleting rows and columns from M. We let mat (T) denote the submatrix of M which results when first all columns not in T are deleted from M and then all but one of resulting duplicate rows are removed. Each column of mat(Γ) comes from some column of M; this gives a natural map from C(mat(T)) to C(M). For S a subset of R(M), the matrix derived at by deleting all rows of M not in S, and then deleting all but one of resulting duplicate columns, will be denoted mat (S). We have a natural map from C(M) to C(mat(S)); each eolumn of M is first truncated by removing all elements not in rows of S and then appears in mat(S). By a sub- 
))n(ma,t (T)) = n(M).
Proof. Everything is either trivially checked or follows from results in the last section, so the proof is omitted. We call a formal table simple if it has exactly two subtables. A formal table M will have a chain of subtables M = 7 0 2 7, 2 2 Γ r = {1}
such that TJT i+1 is simple for i = 0, , r -1. We get that the length r oΐ M and the unordered sequence {7i/7 ί+1 |i = 0, , r -1} of composition factors of ilί are well-defined and unique.
We call a formal table M protective if {a, 1} is a subtable of MVaeC(M). By Proposition 2.14 we know explicitly the structure of such tables (at least up to knowledge of the non-Desarguean planes), and in particular if M is such and is of size larger than 2, then M is (1, l)-integral. If M is (1, 2)-integral (e.g., T(G) for G a finite group), n(M) is an integer and by Proposition 2.14 all the h\ n and t a divide n(M), and the order of any subtable divides n(M). In practice this puts rather heavy restrictions on the table. For instance, if M is an (r, s)-integral formal table where r and s are not both 1, with n{M) a proper prime power, then by using n(M) = Σ K + Σhβ (the first sum over all a e C(M) with h a > 1, and the second sum over all βeC(M) with h β = ϊ), it is easy to check that M has a subtable isomorphic to T(C P ), where C p is the cyclic group of order p, and p is the prime which divides n(M). Hence if n(M) =
P,M^ T(C P ).
We now strengthen Proposition 3.4 to the "nonnormal" situation: 
lhψ is an integer for all ieR(N), jeR(M).
For instance, if iϊ and G are finite groups and φ: H^G is a group homomorphism, then the adjusted character tables T(H), T(G) are (1, 2)-integral, and the natural map / = T(φ): T{H) -> T(G) (which has the obvious effect on conjugacy classes, (h) ι-> (φ(h)}) is a 2-integral morphism. One checks φ is injective if and only if K f = {1}. With this in mind we let N be an arbitrary (1, 2)-integral formal table. By a presubobject of N we mean a pair (M, f) where M is a (1, 2)-integral formal table, and / is a 2-integral morphism from M to N with K f -{!}. We call two presubobjects (M, f), (L, g) equivalent if there exists an isomorphism Θ:M-^L with goQ -f. The equivalence class containing a presubobject (M, /) will be denoted c(M, f) and called a subobject of iSΓ. It will be called cyclic (respectively abelian) if M= T(G) for G a finite cyclic (respectively abelian) group. These can be used in defining pseudogroups (see [1] ). The class of all subobjects of N is a finite partially ordered set, where we write c(M, /) ^ c(L, g) if there exists a
